Structural studies of symmetric DNA undecamers containing non-symmetrical sheared (PuGAPu):(PyGAPy) motifs.
Interstrand purine-purine stacks originate from tandem sheared purine.purine pairing and represent one of the most important motifs in both DNA and RNA structures. Several RNA and DNA structures, solved recently in both solution and the solid state, contain these special motifs, which greatly increase the structural diversity of nucleic acid molecules. The direct evidence for the sheared purine-purine pairing at neutral pH in solution remains, however, elusive. In this manuscript, we have used high resolution NMR methods to study a series of symmetrical DNA duplexes containing two non-symmetrical 5'-(PuGAPu)/(PyGAPy)-3' motifs. Many strong- and medium-strength NOEs across the G.A base pair were detected in the H2O-NOESY spectra collected at a relatively low temperature (-5 degrees C). These NOEs, especially those from A-6NH2 to G-H1', G-H4', and G-2NH2, clearly define the proposed side-by-side sheared G.A pairing nature. Another interesting feature is the strong NOEs exhibited by the unpaired G-imino proton in the G.A pair to its own G-2NH2, which implies that G-2NH2 is involved in H-bonding with a base in the minor groove edge. The finding that non-symmetrical (PuGAPu):(PyGAPy) motif also form similarly stable structures loosens the requirement for a more restricted (PyGAPu)2 motif in forming the interstrand purine-purine stacks.